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INTRODUCTION
In this modern age, the world is shifting to cryptocurrencies. It needs
time to ensure money by trading through digital currencies. For that
purpose, different blockchains are working in which each one gives
birth to its unique features . To this end , our team decided to create
Betterment Digital (BEMD) which is based on binance smart chain that
would not only provide us with safe holding but also give our holder and
user a satisfying , secure , and business -friendly opportunity . We know
that in the last few years and the rapid advancement in technology , there
has been an increase in fraud , which has increased cybercrime . More
than one million cyber threats are issued every day, and so far, more than
200 billion IoT devices need security . Cybersecurity has become a very
bad issue these days . Decentralized nature is one of the biggest reasons
for the increasing popularity of blockchain technology in Cryptocurrency .
The platforms of Be tterment DIgital can be used at a global level, so this
project has been designed to create a proper channel and a typical
platform that will give outstanding benefits to its user through virtual
currency tokens , BEMD token , and trading . The security of this project ,
which is also related to Binance Blockchain ,makes the concept more
valid , more secure , and revolutionary in its nature . We are delighted to
announce to our holders and customers that they are being attached with
a token , which has a team with years of experience in marketing and
business. This white paper provides all basic usage guides , information ,
technical , ethical , and legal support to its holders and users.
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BETTERMENT DIGITAL
Betterment Digital (BEMD ) is a decentralized platform exchange
built on Binance Smart Chain network that eases the exchanging of
any BEP 20 tokens with lowest platform transaction fees . Better
ment Digital is created to solve the significant issue that the BSC inve
sting market facing right now.
Betterment Digital Provides DeFi tools for token holders and
businesses to buy, trade , swap , stake and secure crypto assets
with confidence.
Our experts rated the platform of Betterment digital being of high
quality swap and staking platform.Swap is a place where you can
exchange your token with another easily & Staking is a place wher
e you can stake your BEMD to get reward. BEMD holders have
access to about the same number of markets and products with
Betterment digital platform and we provides useful research and
education for our token holders.
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MISSION OF BETTERMENT DIGITAL
Betterment Digital wants to build a decentralized trading platform
that fulfills the real needs of the enterprise to support efficient digital
asset management, trading.
Betterment Digital aims to keep users to the same ease of use and
speed as a centralized exchange. Efficient, fully user-controlled, and
secure with the current centralized system 's processing potential
and user experience . It also wants to provide more benefits as
possible like zero trading fees, hundreds of currency trading options
to international traders , exchange tokens without intermediaries ,
crypto wallets to its users, where they can deposit their digital assets
as well as liquidity pool and stacking prizes, lottery entry, and other
options.
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VISION
The Betterment Digital platform is an open-source P2P protocol built
on the Fast Access Blockchain. Individuals and enterprises can trade
or transact on the Betterment Digital platform with BEMD tokens
and all other types of cryptocurrencies . Transactions are facilitated
through a potent trading engine that can process payment or
redemption transactions at a remarkably very high speed. Bettermen
t Digital platform Designed with the needs of the international crypto
trader , enterprise , and wealth manager . It has a fully decentralized
digital asset management network , trading platform , and global
payments system. In addition, Betterment Digital introduces Better
ment Digital Swap , and Swap is a Decentralized Finance protocol
used to exchange cryptocurrencies . It is similar to Uniswap &
pancake swap . Be tte rm e n t D igital platform plans to solve the
problems that exist with centralized exchanges , namely , scalability ,
security vulnerabilities , low transaction processing , interoperability ,
and guarantees for transaction processing are prevalent issues .
Traders can keep their funds , access private keys , and transaction
information is secure and transparent . It is a fully autonomous and
democratic platform.
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STEPS OF BETTERMENT DIGITAL
BETTERMENT DIGITAL (BEMD) TOKEN .
Betterment Digital (BEMD) is the Cryptocurrency tok
en which is running on the BINANCE SMART CHAIN with
BEP20 standard.

LIGHTING FX SWAP (LFX SWAP):
Betterm ent Digital Swap is a Decentralized Finance protocol used to
exchange cryptocurrencies . Decentralized exchanges are a type of
crypto currency exchange that allows traders for derect peer to peer
cryptocurrency transactions to occur online sucurely and without the
need for an intermediary . It is similar to UNISWAP & PANCAKESWAP .
Betterment Digital swap is going to run on Binance Smart Chain. Trad
er will able to trade lots of BEP-20 tokens in Betterment Digital Swap.
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TOKENOMICS
AIRDROP & GIVEAWAY 5% 50,000,000 $BEMD
IEO & ICO 30% 300,000,000 $BEMD
DEVELOPMENT & BURN 40% 400,000,000 $BEMD
TEAM 15% 150,000,000 $BEMD
RESERVE 10% 100,000,000 $BEMD

PROJECT INFORMATION
Name : Betterment digital
Symbol : BEMD
Network : BEP-20
Total supply : 1,000,000,000 BEMD
Contract Address : 0x50A53Ad44590DF1D6c9fCf257d6416e
937e5ED4f
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ROADMAP
Q1 Of 2022
- IEO & ICO
- Huobi Listing
- Gate Listing
- Partnership and collaboration

Q2 Of 2022
- Launch staking
- Launch Betterment Swap
- listing pancakeswap

Q3 Of 2022
- launch NFT Marketplace
- listing others exchange
- Betterment future Launch
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ABOUT TEAM
Block The Betterment tean is made up of bright minds with years of
cryptocurrency and blockchain experience. Over the years, we have
worked with many projects and aid different sections of development
, from idea creation, concept development, marketing, and content c
reation. Our developers are trusted party with a company under their
belt and a combined decades of experience. personally, the develop
ers have been reswponsible for our fund management and security
and we have had both personal and working relationship for about 1
year and a half.
Top Team Members :
ESTHER ANYOMIDE | CTO & founder
MUSAFAU Y | Co-founder & CEO
RAFIU AYODEJI | Market Management
PRINCE S | Community Development
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Join Us:

Facebook : www.facebook.com/Betterment.Digital/
Instagram : www.instagram.com/betterment_digital/
Twitter

: https://twitter.com/Bettermnt_Digt

Email

: support@Betterment.digital

Phone

: +393510566693

Website

: https://betterment.digital/

Medium

: https://medium.com/@Bettermentdigital

